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Obligation 16
Cremate, close Graveyards!
A human body has a beginning and end. At its end a Soul
needs to be released. To ensure that the Soul is released and
Afterlife is possible. The human body is cremated. If a Soul
is not released it exists in limbo as Ghost.
Cremation is not only needed to free the Soul but also for health
reasons. The cremation fire cleanses. Destroying dangerous bacteria, viruses, insect larvae and fungi that may inhabit the body.
A Crematorium is a Provincial Public service facility: Administration
(Coroner, Morgue), End Portal and Garden. Here the dead has an autopsy, a farewell and is recycled.
All deceased are transported to the morgue for an autopsy. The autopsy is to establish cause of death and
identity of deceased. It includes a toxicology to establish whether the body was contagious in anyway and
could have infected another human.
Cannibalizing the human body before during or after autopsy is immoral
is criminal. Cannibalizing is removing body parts, body fluids, eggs,
sperm. Body cannibalizing is a crime: MS R7
A Cremator prepares the body and estate distributions information for
viewing. Every body is prepared the same way no exceptions. The naked
body (humans start life naked they end life naked) is placed in a plain
cardboard coffin covered by an olive color linen sheet with only the
head visible.
Viewers may pray silently using a Soul Prayer, Grief Prayer, or Relive
Good Prayer or Relive Bad Prayer. The Cremator sets a date and time for
the Cremation. A Afterlife mess is held by a Elder from the nearest Klan.
The Body is cremated. Mourners receive a plaque each to take home.
Next morning the ashes are dispersed over the Crematorium garden.
Rehabilitators ashes are dumped on the Garden compost.
Graveyard funeral a pagan ritual
Graveyard funerals are unacceptable because a
growing population needs to use the land more
useful. Graveyard funerals may create Ghosts by
not releasing the Soul. Graveyard funerals are
favored by evil elitist showing off: Expensive
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coffin,expensive Headstone, pompous landscaped mausoleum.
Preservatives in food stop body's from decomposing stopping reuse of
graves. Graves encourage crime, robbing and vandalizing. Neglected
graves attract vermin... Graves are a waste of land, unacceptable. Population growth entails using land more efficient.
No more new Graveyards. Existing Graveyards are closed and dug up.
Remains are cremated and spread over the Crematorium garden. The
land is used for other purposes.

Cremation is the only acceptable type of funeral !
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